
MUD FOR MILES BUT 2017 GOOD OVERALL

Greetings from Glenview. From what we gather mud has been a common theme just about everywhere this 
winter. Most regions were already saturated by late autumn and many have been ‘floating’ ever since. 
Consequently it has been a real grind as we have slopped our way through the last few months.

It has certainly been a relief to be able to climb out of the mud at the end of each day, shed the wet weather 
gear and retreat indoors. The America’s Cup and the Lions Tour were wonderful distractions, and more recently
the Election build up has provided entertainment of a different kind. No doubt many rural folk will be feeling 
more than a little anxious about how things might play out over the coming weeks!

Now that we have finally made it through to September we hope we and you get to enjoy a lot more sun and a 
lot less rain. That would set the season up nicely and hopefully ensure large numbers of happy, healthy, heavy 
lambs by docking.

Apart from a wet winter and a seriously depressed wool market, 2017 has nonetheless been a pretty good year
for sheep and beef farmers so far. Very strong autumn beef weaner prices held up through the winter and 
sheep meat prices have gone from strength to strength. Lamb schedules were higher than expected last 
summer and have continued to gather momentum ever since and are now at levels not seen since 2011.

This is currently translating into returns in the region of $155 for 23kg prime lambs and $120 for 30kg ewes. 
Earlier, in-lamb ewe prices lifted to $170-$180 and ewes with lambs at foot are currently fetching around $90 all
counted. This is all good news for anyone fortunate enough to be selling at this time and certainly bodes well 
for the coming season.
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It is very encouraging to read that in July the average retail price for chilled lamb was 20% higher that last year,
14% above the 5 year average and 12% above the peak of 2011. It is also reassuring that NZ exporters are 
optimistic that this level of pricing may be more sustainable than it was in 2011 given that many of the global 
cold stores are currently empty.

Another positive earlier in the year was the strong autumn grass growth that occurred early enough in most 
regions to benefit ewes prior to tupping. Consequently some very good pregnancy scanning results were 
achieved which have the potential to get the new season off to a great start provided we all get some 
reasonable lambing weather.

Thanks to the great autumn our ewes went into the winter in good order and have held that condition. While it 
has been wet here it has not been as cold as it could have been and with soil temperatures slightly above 
average the grass has kept trying to grow and currently looks like it is poised to lift off the deck once we get 
some warmth.

GOOD ROMNEY SCANNING

We were very pleased to end up with one of
our best pregnancy scanning results. The
stud flock scanned 214% and when the stud
and commercial results were combined (incl.
2ths @179%) we ended up with an overall
figure of 199%. This comprised 15% singles,
68% twins, 16% triplets and 1% drys.

Thanks to a more plentiful autumn it was
gratifying to be able to capitalise on the
inherent fertility in the flock and capture even
more of that potential. As we have previously
pointed out our overall scanning results (stud
and commercial combined) usually end up in
the 190-200% range irrespective of feed availability in the autumn and it is enormously reassuring to be able to 
fall back on inherent fertility in years when droughts extend well into the autumn.

The proportion of twins always seems to be constant at about 68% and we find the only thing that alters in a 
good or bad autumn is the proportion of singles and triplets. We completely accept that not every sheep farmer 
wants triplets and we don’t actively seek them in our own flock – they are simply an inevitable consequence of 
high fertility flocks that scan up around 200%. As we have stated previously we feel we need to be pushing our 
flock performance to the upper limits in every respect in order to have the maximum genetic grunt to lift the 
performance of clients’ flocks, and most new clients tell us that they want to lift their twinning rate.

ROMNEYS DELIVERED TRIFECTA IN 2016/2017

Most sheep farmers are well aware that profitability is essentially a function of:
 high conception
 high lamb survival
 high weaning weights

Accordingly these key drivers (along with strong constitution)
have been a major focus in our breeding programme from 
day one.

It was therefore extremely pleasing last season to end up 
with a record lambing of 167% (from a drought affected 
pregnancy scanning of 190%) and then follow that up with a 
record average lamb weaning weight of 37.3kg (adj.100 
days). The lambs received their first drench at 100 days and 
their second approx 8 weeks later.
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Weather is always the big variable in farming and often robs us of so much potential production during the 
course of a season. For once though things played out reasonably favourably for us last season with a dry 
spring helping to enhance our lamb survival and adequate amounts of feed thereafter enabled the lambs to 
thrive while on their mothers.

The challenge now will be to back up last year’s result with something similar in 2017/2018. Somehow I don’t 
think we will get that lucky twice in succession but here’s hoping!

PURCHASE OF KIKITANGEO ROMNEY SIRES FOR WORM RESISTANCE AND FE TOLERANCE

After toying with the idea for a number of years we finally made the trek north to Wellsford last December to 
buy a Kikitangeo ram after visiting a week earlier to put together a ‘short list’. The aim was to come home with a
sire(s) that would further boost the existing level of worm resilience in our flock plus introduce some FE 
tolerance into our breeding programme for the first time.

In the end we came away from the auction
with the 3 sires that we wanted including
the top priced ram. We had done a lot of
homework prior and targeted the top end
rams that had the highest worm resistance
ratings, high FE tolerance (sires tested
with sporidesmin base dose rates of .48
and .54), and excellent feet and legs.
In addition to focussing on breeding worm
resistant sheep Gordon Levet has always
been a real stickler with regard to
structural soundness, especially feet. All
his sale rams are foot scored and the 3 we
purchased had been given an A+  rating for
foot shape and had never been drenched!

Our worm resilience background: Over the last 20 years we have placed a lot of emphasis on worm 
resilience in our breeding programme mainly by withholding drench from lambs and hoggets for extended 
periods and then retaining only those that have good growth and few dags. Our lambs now receive only one 
drench in their first 5-6 months (triplets reared as triplets get two).

Triplet lambs in Feb prior to shearing. These lambs averaged 39.5kg at 100 days from a 220% lambing. The 100 day 
weights benefited from quality new pasture on a block that was purchased last year.

Kikitangeo 2th sires.
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We believe that the price we pay in terms of compromised lamb and hogget growth, in order to expose the less 
resilient sheep, is well worth it given the cumulative gains we have made over the years. We have found that by
increasing the worm resilience status of a flock not only is there less reliance on drench but also lamb and 
hogget growth rates improve as the more resilient sheep are less affected by worms over the latter stages of 
the drenching interval.

Kikitangeo background: Throughout much of the time we have been breeding Romneys we have followed 
with interest the work that renowned breeder Gordon Levet (now in his eighties) has been doing at Kikitangeo 
(Wellsford) in his quest to breed worm resistant sheep. He started this journey in 1987 and now 30 years on 
has got to the point where last year 90% of his sale 2th rams had never been drenched – a remarkable feat! He
believes it may take another 2-3 sheep generations to consolidate these gains to the point where only the 
occasional lamb will require drenching.

Since 1987 much of Gordon’s work has been based around monitoring faecal egg counts in lambs while 
withholding drench. He estimates that they have measured FEC’s in approx 25,000 dung samples over that 
period and attributes much of the progress he has made to having gradually bred sheep with enhanced 
immune systems that quickly recognise a worm challenge and then mount a response.

Gordon frequently makes the point that he is breeding sheep in one of the most hostile sheep environments in 
the country. The hot humid Northland climate favours all manner of bacteria, fungal toxins and parasites. At 
Kikitangeo pneumonia can affect 90% of lambs in the Feb-April period. FE is a constant threat in that area and 
Gordon also believes that the ovulation suppressing toxin zealerone is adversely affecting sheep performance 
in his area.

Use of Kikitangeo genetics: In order to make the progress that he has with regard to worm resistance 
Gordon has presumably had to make concessions along the way with some of the production traits ie fertility 
and lamb growth. He blames their poorer conception rates and much lower weaning weights on the Northland 
environment and he may be right.

However we are very protective of our high fertility and high lamb growth rates that we have slowly bred into 
our flock here over the years and don’t wish to compromise that. Therefore we have decided that for now we 
will establish a separate sub flock that we will infuse the Kikitangeo genetics into, and will monitor the 
performance of that flock alongside our main flock. We plan to maintain a balance of 50:50 
Glenview/Kikitangeo bloodlines in the sub flock in the hope that we will ultimately breed some stunning rams 
that will combine the Glenview performance and physical attributes with the Kikitangeo worm resistance and 
FE tolerance – an exciting prospect!

STELLAR SEASON FOR OUR SOUTH SUFFOLKS

Last season it appeared that the South Suffolk
flock was determined to not let the Romneys
get all the glory as they too had an outstanding
2016/17 season. They kicked the season off
with a commendable drought affected
pregnancy scanning of 182% and thanks to
kind weather during lambing converted that into
an excellent 156% by docking. Like the
Romneys they also delivered the trifecta by
posting a record average weaning weight of
43.6kg (adj. 100 days). 

The impressive weaning weight came as no
surprise to us as we had been excited by the
lambs from the time they hit the ground. 

At docking we were really impressed by their general ‘type’ especially their ‘spring of rib’, depth, thickness and 
meaty back ends. As a line they were also so even with hardly a dud in the mob.

We are pleased to report that they have continued to thrive and develop impressively and have done so without
a great deal of feed which is always a good sign. We eye muscle scan and weigh them next month which will
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hopefully confirm that they
have wintered well and have
plenty of meat in the right
places (loin and hind quarter
especially).90% of the South
Suffolk lambs last season
were by a Glendonald sire
that we purchased at the end
of 2015 – this year’s sale
rams are his first crop. At the
time of purchase we were
very impressed by his overall
physical package and high
performance background.
He has certainly repaid our
faith ‘in spades’ by stamping
his mark so emphatically on
his progeny – that is the
ultimate result from a breeders perspective and it doesn’t always happen.

We eagerly await this year’s drop of lambs in a few weeks time which once again will be mostly by the 
Glendonald sire. As many of you may be aware we now lamb the South Suffolks in October (along with 
Romney and South Suffolk hoggets) in order to run more Romney ewes which we lamb in September.

HOW FAR HAS NZ SHEEP FARMING COME IN THE LAST 50 YEARS?

Last December David Baker, the founder of Masterton based farm consultant firm Baker & Associates (now 
BakerAG), retired. To mark his retirement he chronicled some of the changes that had occurred in the sheep 
and beef industry during his working lifetime since 1967. These were featured in the BakerAg weekly Agletter 
on 3rd December 2016 and made interesting reading.

We thought we would reproduce a small portion of that feature that related to sheep farming in order to 
highlight the progress that has essentially occurred in the space of one farming lifetime:

In 1970 ma ewes were only around 50kg and 2ths 45-48kg. Average lambing was 96% survival to sale. Typical
lamb weaning weights at 100 days were in the low 20kg LW bracket and any prime lambs were in the 11-13kg 
CW range.

Beef & Lamb NZ Economic Service figures show that, in 2009/10 dollar values, the wool auction price was 
around $25/kg in 1964. It fell to $10/kg in 1972 before peaking again in 1973/74 at $20/kg. Typically, wool was 
worth at least three times the average meat carcass price per kg, so back then the focus was on wool.

By 2015 the average lambing % had increased to 137% and prime lambs were 4-5 kg heavier than in 1970.

Summary: By 2015 ewe weights had increased by 30% since 1970, lambing had improved by 49% and 
significantly heavier lambs were being weaned. On the other hand wool that had produced 70% of farm income
in 1964/65 had by 2015 fallen to produce only 12%.

SOUTH SUFFOLK RAM PRICE INCREASE 

Sorry to drop a bit of a bombshell and risk taking some of the gloss off what has been a ‘good news’  newsletter
up to this point. And we can assure you we haven’t talked up the quality of this year’s South Suffolk rams in 
order to justify a price rise! We genuinely dread lifting the prices on our rams and we very rarely do it but after 
agonising about it for the last couple of years we have finally decided to make the call this season.

Essentially two issues have arisen:
(i)  our current price range of $400-$600 which has applied for a decade or so is too low relative to our costs 
and the price that other South Suffolk breeders are charging.
(ii)  because our price range has been a bit low, in recent years the majority of clients have elected to pick at 
the $600 end of the range and so we now have a bit of a ‘log jam’ at that point.

Glendonald sired October born lambs in Feb prior to shearing.
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We have discussed this dilemma
with a number of you and your
response has been supportive
which we much appreciate. We
have therefore decided to lift the
bottom price to $500 and the top
price to $800 with clients able to
elect where they wish to pick ie
$500, $600, $700 or $800.

Apart from being paid a little more
for our rams we will now be able to
sort and rank rams more effectively
prior to sale. We would appreciate it
if you would indicate on the
enclosed ram order form which
price level you wish to pick your
rams from. Once that is established we will lock that into our system and continue to operate on that basis 
unless you advise us otherwise.

It has always been our intention to price our rams (both Romneys and South Suffolks) somewhat 
conservatively relative to our competitors and we hope that will still be the case and our rams remain 
affordable.

CHANGE OF RAM SELLING VENUE

We were pleased to be able to make a start on the Willow Creek (Taratahi Block) woolshed upgrade this winter.
We managed to rebuild the grated area of the shed from the grating up and that is now complete and should 
hopefully make ram sorting and selling a lot more spacious and comfortable. There is still more work to be 
done elsewhere in the shed but at least we are now operative. We plan to bring all of the rams to Willow Creek 
in November where they will be evaluated for the final time prior to the start of selling in early December.

So we are very much looking forward to catching up with you at some stage after that point at 530 East 
Taratahi Road. Our driveway is on the right and you can see the woolshed from the road.

The Willow Creek block is only 10 mins south of Masterton, 5 mins east of the main road and should be very 
easy to find. We will go over the directions with you when we phone prior to ram selling.

RAM ORDER FORMS 

Once again we would appreciate it if you could return the ram order form to us by 20th October at the latest. 
Not only does that guarantee your ram pick but it also enables us to quantify how many rams we have 
available for new clients. An approximate indication of your requirements is sufficient as numbers can be fine 
tuned at picking time if desired. Thanks.

Keeper 2016 2th sires.

Willow Creek woolshed as seen from East Taratahi Road.
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RAM BUSINESS CONTINUING TO GROW – THANK YOU ONCE AGAIN!

It was very gratifying to have the opportunity to market more rams last season and continue to grow our client 
base. We have been fortunate over the years to have had a steady trickle of new clients come in our gate and 
most importantly have been lucky enough to have held on to most existing clients. That has meant we have 
needed to grow our operation which has been a thrill.

We really do appreciate your ongoing business, your feedback and your faith in our rams. As we all know rams 
have an enormous impact (good or bad) on any sheep farming business and so we genuinely feel privileged to 
get your vote of confidence each season. The associations and friendships that we make along the way are 
always an added bonus.

We wish you all the best for the coming season and trust that it has already started positively for you. We hope 
that the mud is starting to recede by the time you receive this and you have a good run with your workload over
the next 8-12 weeks prior to us catching up with you at ram selling time. Good luck and good farming!

Kind regards

Geoff

Keeper 2016 2th sires (No.1 index ram is on left).


